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ABSTRACT 

A laboratory measurements program to simulate many chemical and 

radiative processes present at auroral altitudes is evaluated.   An electron beam 

Would be used to irradiate ü2 - N2 mixtures, either pure or with O3. NO. CO   ox 

H O additives and measurements then made of the resultant ultraviolet, visible 

Jd infrared emissions from the Bas.   The spatial distribution of the electron beam 

energy deposition would be obtained from the N2l 1-] emission.   The concentraüons 

of metastable species would be determined from their emission.   A major objective 

would be the investigation of infrared emission from air irradiated by ionizing 

radiation.   Reactions between N and O, produce NO. an ^^^^^ 
Three-body recombination produces vibrationally active O3 and NO,,.    With the 

addition of CO, and H.,0. their characteristic infrared emission either excited 

directly by the electron beam or by vibration transfer from N2 or O, would be 

observed.   Estimates of the infrared emission from these molecules are presented 

as a function of pressure and electron beam current.   T^e legree of ionization of 

the gas is low due to rapid dissociative recombination. 

•        The operating range of the experiment is investigated.   The low pressure 

limit is determined by diffusion losses to the wall.   The high pressure limit is set 

by three-body reactions at low beam power and by thermal convection losses at 

high power.   To avoid thermal convection produced by excessive  gas heating the 

electron beam current must be below 100 milliamperes. 
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Section 1 

INTRODUCTION 

There is a growing interest in determining atmospheric infrared 

emission in the 2 to 30 micron region under both quiescent and radiation dis- 

turbed conditions.   Disturbed atmospheres occur naturally in the auroras, 

where the upper atmosphere is irradiated by electrons and protons.   Infrared 

measurements by Murcray1 indicate that infrared emission from aurora are 

enhanced by a factor of 50 over the quiescent atmospheric level. 

High altitude balloons and rocket-borne field measurements of the 

auroral infrared radiation are either or presently underway.   Laboratory 

experiments have been proposed to simulate some auroral situations, and 

guide the field measurements.   This paper describes a laboratory experiment 

in which many of the chemical phenomena found in the upper atmosphere can be 

simulated. 

The suggested experimental system would use a tank containing air 

at several microns pressure or above.   The air would be irradiated with an 

electron beam of several hundred electron volts energy.   The measurements 

would allow radical and metastable species to be monitored.   The main 

source of information would be detailed electron-beam-excited spectral observa- 

tions in the ultraviolet, visible and infrared.2  The visible data would yield infor- 

mation about the air rotational and vibrational temperatures, as well as the 

concentrations of the major species.   Additional types ot measurements (not 

treated in this report) such as laser scattering from specific states and mass 

spectrometric identification of the ionic concentrations could also be made. 

This experiment should yield three types of information:   (1) calibra- 

tion of electron luminescent spectra, (2) infrared emission from air at low pres- 

sure irradiated by electrons, and (3) air chemistry following electron excitation 

and dissociation.   A variety of reactions could be investigated by adding other 

species, such as, O, NO and triatomic molecules to the air. 

..■ 



Section 2 describes the theory of the experiment.   Section 3 presents 

details of the experimental arrangement.   The concluding section estimates 

the infrared and visible signal intensities. l ' 
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Section 2 

THEORY OF EXPERIMENT 

In the suggested experiment, low pressure air in a large tank would be 

irradiated with an electron beam.   The primary measurements made would be of 

the air optical emission in the ultraviolet, visible and infrared.   In determining 

an optimal experimental configuration several factors must be evaluated and iMs 

section considers the following areas:   (1) air pressure range, (2) electron beam 

range, energy, and interaction with the air, (3) chemistry fo'Iowing electronic 

excitation, (4) effect of diffusion of ions, radicals and excited species to the wall, 

and (5) convection currents in the gas due to temperature gradients. 

Before describing the experimental conditions, some of the properties 

of the upper atmosphere will be reviewed.   Figure 1 presents the atmospheric 

pressure, temperature, and mean-free-path for momentum transfer from 60 to 

140 km.   Note that the temperature remains around 200oK until 100 km and then 

quickly rises, becoming 620oK at 140 km.   The mean-frei-path varies from 

0. 28 mm at 60 km to 16 meters at 140 km. 

Figure 2 shows the concentrations of the major atmospheric species 
3 

over the range from 60 to 160 km.      The noble gases such as argon and helium 

are not considered since they do not affect the infrared emission.   In addition to 

the ground states, the metastable state of many species are populated at low levels. 

These play an important role in upper atmospheric chemistry.   A number of 

metastable electronic states and their radiative lifetimes   are listed in Table 1. 

Also presented are the pressures and corresponding altituoes at which the colli- 

sional deactivation time r    . equals the radiative lifetime. 

The upper atmospheric chemistry including metastable species and 

minor constituents is extensive and many reaction rates are uncertain.   The 
5 

review by Bortner and Kummler    illustrates the problems involved in defining 

the total number of reactions and the complete atmospheric chemistry.   In this 

paper, we consider some of the major processes leading to infrared emission. 

Because of the reaction rate uncertainties, some important processes could be 

missing. 
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Figure 1.   The atmospheric pressure, temperature and mean-free-path as a 
function of altitude from 60 to 140 kms. 
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TABLE 1.   RADIATIVE LIFETIMES 

Metastable Species Radiative Lifetime Pressure, microns 
Tcol " Trad 

Altitude, km 
Tcol " Trad 

02 (a^g) 45 min 580 60 

02 (b^'g*) 12 sec 1.63 91 

N2 (A3EU
+) 2 ktc .81 96 

N (2D) 26 hrs 1.7 x 10"6 360 

N (2P) 12 sec ■ - 

o (ls) .75 sec 1.03 95 

0 (l0) 110 sec 2.82 x 10~3 130 

0+ (2P) 5 sec 

0+ (2D) 3.6 hrs 

N4 (lS) 0.90 sec 

N+ (»D) 4.13 min 

The atmospheric parameters should be compared with the operating 

range ol laboratory experiments.   Since the collision mean-free-path must be 

much smaller than the tank dimensions, this sets the minimum operating pres- 

sure in a laboratry experiment.   It «vill be shown that the minimum operating 

pressure is above several micront., corresponding to the pressure around yo km 

altitude. 

The lower operating pressure in a laboratory experiment is set by the 

ratio of t.ie collision mean-free-path to the size ol the apparatus.   The excited 

particles and radicals should '..e kept in the vicinity ol the optical system for times 

comparable to the reaction times leading to infrared emission.   At low pressures, 

the reaction *.inu s could be seconds, and the excited air species should not und» rgo 

wall collisions lor comparable lengths of time. 

i! 
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Consider a cylindrical tank contaimii,, ^ir at a prescjre p.   A particle 

would tranverse the tank in a time ♦    givXQ approx mately by the relation 
w 

tw * R2/Xc (i> 

where R is the radius of the tank, X is the collision mean-f'-ee-path and c is the 

thermal velocity ot the particles.   For nitrogen at room f mperature the thermal 

ve'ocity is 3.4 x 10   cm/sec, and the mean-free-path,   * , is (.r)/p) cm where p is 

the pressure in microns ol Hg.    Figure 3 shows t   , as a function o  pressure for 

two tank sizes:   50 cm and 150 cm.   Also shown in Figure 3 is the tune between 

collisions, t , c 

tc = A/c - 5/3.4 x 104p = (150/p) microseconds (2) 

Tne ratio of tir c& is simply 

Vtc. (R/x)2 = (o.ap)2 (3) 

The two tank sizes pemit operation down to pressures between 1 and 

10 microns.   For example, witli the 50 cm tank at 10 microns pressure, the colli- 

sion time t   is 150/10 = lO^sec, while the diffusion time to the wall t    is 
C ' w 

2 4 (0.2 x 50 x 10)   = 10   timet longer, or 0.15 seconds, for the 150 cm tank at 1 micron 

pressure, t   ■ 150 /isec and t    - 0.14 sec.   Reactions that require up to a second 
C " 

could be studied at these pressures while reactions of a longer duration should be 

studied at higher pressures. 

-7- 
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Two dilficulties which could arise in extrapolating fhc high pressure 

(> 10 micron) data in the laboratory experiment to the lew (< 0.3 micron) pres- 

sures in the upper atmosphere are:   (1^ collisional quenchinf, of chemically 

important metastable states, and (2) three body collision veacUon which form 

triatomic molecules or negative Ions.   Three body rfmuions forming neutral tri- 

atomic species are extremely slow at 100 microns pressure and would not com- 

plicate the experiment.   On the other hand, negative ion formation progresses 

rapidly and can determine the upper operating pressure.    At low beam cur- 

rents the upper \ ressure range is abou» lO^i, while above 10 milliampere per 

square centimeter the operating pressure Is in excess of 100/i 

At very low pressures radiative transitions deplete metastables before 

collisions.   However, at higher pressure, collisional deactivition of metastables 

becomes important causing more chemistry involving metastable species.   This 

experimental difficulty could be calibrated out after the process is identified, since 

the deactivation and rr.diative rates for the meti stable slates are known. 

I 
I 

1 
I 

2. 1   Electron Beam Operition 
2 

The ranj.e ot low energy electrons in a'r has been studied by Hjir.man 

and Cohn and Caledonia^ At each electron beam energy, Hartman   measured the 

pressure at which the range is 34 inches; see Figure 4A.   A si nple power law 

tit to these data gives 

(o.48 E4/3/p   cm     for 125 < E < 1000 

10.027 E^'Vp cm     for 1000 < E < 1350 

where R   is the range of the electron beam in cm; E is the electron energy in 

electron volts; and p is the pressure in microns.   This formula In   the data in 

Figure 4 from about 125 eV to 1350 eV.   Below 125 eV, tin   lata indicate a 

larger range than that obtained from Equation (4).   Cohn ami mh lUmia 

(4) 

-9- 
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determine a range relation based on N2 fhst negative emission data over the 

energy range from 2 to 5 kilovoUs; a power la-v fit to their data yields 

R   = 0.015 E7/4/p       2500< E < 5000 (5) 
e 

Equation (5) Is plotted In Figure 4B.   Both sets of data2'6 have the same depend- 

ence for energies s.bove 1000 electron volts; however, they are shifted by a factor 

of 1. 8.   Since Cohn «, Caledonia measured the energy deposition directly, we tend 

to favor their results.    Figure 5 shows the electron beam energy plotted as a 

function of pressure for several ranges, using Equation (5).   The minimum 
electron beam range would be twice the length of the tank ^between 2 and 4 meters). 

Al 10 microns pressure, the beam energv would be less than 1 keV rising at 

100 microns to about 4 keV. 

Ionizing collisions producing electron-ion pairs is the major process 

transferring energy from the electron beam to the gas.   Subsequently chemical 

processes are initiated by both the ion and secondary electron.   The secondary 

electrons must come to rest in the gas.   This can be accomplished by confining 

the electrons with a 10 gauss axial magnetic field or by maintaining sufficient 

pressure to keep the secondary electron range short which would place an additional 

limitation on the lowest operating pressure that could be used for the laboratory 

experiment.   The range of the secondary electrons, R^, is 

Rse «(1/p) meter 

where p is the pressure in microns of Hg.   Note that at i micron pressure, a 

1 meter secondary electron range would be larger than a 50 cm tank and compa- 

rable to a 150 cm tank, while at 10 microns the 10 cm range would be significantly 

smaller than the tank dimensions.   Thus, it is recommended that (with no mag- 

netic field) 10 microns be the lowest operating pressure for careful analysis of 
the data, although considerable information could be derived from lower pres- 

sure data. 

-11- 
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Electron Beam Excited Air Chemistry 

The primary interaction of the electron beam with air is the formation of 

ion-electron pairs.   A fast electron loses about 35 eV for each ion-electron pair 

it produces.   The cross section for nitrogen ionization is shown in Figure 6 as a 

function of the electron energy.   The N2 icn is produced mainly in the ground state 

with some proiuction of excited states.    Figure 6 also presents the cross section 
+ 7 + -8 for excitation of the N9(B) state.    The N9(B) state radiates (7 x 10     second 

+ 
HfpHme) in the N2 first negative system.   From a detailed spectral analysis of 

this radiation one can determine the %as density, gas temperature, and N2 
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a 
vibrational excitation.    The cross section for 02 ionization by electrons is 

comparable to that of N2 (see Figure 6). 

The secondary electrons also produce some ionization and excitation 

as they collisionally thermalize starting from an initial translational energy. 

An example of an important excitation process by the secondary electron is the 

formation of the N9(C) state; the cross section, which peaks around 15 eV, is 

also shown in Figure 6.    N2(C) state production is important as it quickly radiates 

(through the 2+ and 1+ bands) and forms the long life N2(A) metastable state. 

Fast and slow chemical reactions take place in the gas.    Initially, the 

excited electronic states radiate.   Figure 7 shows the ultraviolet and visible air 
2 

spectra obtained by Hartman. 

The fastest chemistry is in ionic reactions (rates at room temperature). 

-10. N2
+ + 02 - N2 + 0,

+    3xl0"lücc/sec 

N9
+ + e -> N(2D) + N   2.8xl0"7 

n '  + P J0(
3P) + 0('D)  2.2 x lO-7 u

9    e   1   7       1 _fl 
'orP) + 0{IS)   2.1 x 10 ö 

The following slow reactions can be neglected 

N2
+ t 02 

"2   t02 

NO + NO* < lü"17 

<6) 

m 

(8) 

II 

H 

fl 
I 

[] 

1 

0 
i 
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After the atom concentrations build up to an appreciable level, they, too,perform 

important chemical reactions which lead to other species. 

i 

N    +0+   -»■ N0+ + 0 

^ > + NO -► N0+ + / 

( 

JNC^D) + orp) 

0 + N, 
^0+ + N(^D) 

.N0+ + N 

M2    + 0+ 

1.8 x 10 •10 

8 x 10 -10 

5 x 10 
.in 

2 x 10 •12 

1 x 10 

3 x 10 

1 x 10 

2.5 x 10 

1 x 10 

-7 

-7 

-11 

•10 

•12 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

■ 

II 

N2 + 0+ ^ N0+ + N 

o2 + 0+ •»• 0 + 0+ 

1  x 10 •12 

2 x 10 -11 

(13) 

(14) 

N+ + 
(N + 

O2-JNO ■ 
[NO+ 

*2+ 

i-0+ 

+ 0 

(N2+ + 0 

N + NO JN2- H0+ 

vN + NO1 

N+ + 0 —► N + 0+ 

6x10 

1x10 

3x10* 

3x10 

1x10 

9x10 

•10 

•12 

•10 

-12 

•12 

•10 

1x10 -12 

0 
ii 
! 
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Through this sequence of reactions several energy sources are now 

available to produce infrared radiation.    The main chemical reactions are 

N + NO -»■ N2 + 0 

N + Op "► NO + 0 

N + 02(a'Ag) -NO + 0 

N(2D) + 02 -> NC + 0 

0 + 02 + (M) •* 0*3 + (M) 

0 + NO + (M) - NOj + (M) 

0 + NO -»■ NOj + hv 

0 + O3 > o2 + o2 

0 + N02^ NO + 02 

2 .5 x IQ"1 'cc /sec (15) 

ji .1 x 10' 16 (16) 

\ .4 x 10' •11exp(. .3600oK/T) 

3 x 10 -15 07) 

6 x 10 -12 (18) 

6 x 10-34cc2/sec      (19) 

8 x 10_32cc2/sec      (20) 

7 x 10     cc/sec (21) 

6 x lO"15 122) 

6 x lO"12 (i3) 

where (M) is a colliding third body.   Reactions 10.12,13 and 16 through 21 can 

produce vibrational excitation in the radiating species NO , NO, Og, and NOg. 

Vibrationally excited nitrogen is produced in collisions with secondary 

electrons.   Between 5 and 10% of the total beam energy goes into exciting N2 

vibration.   This energy can transfer to CO. HgO. and CO,, vibrational modes which 

are infrared active.   The main transfer processes are illustrated in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8.   Vibrational energy diagram for CO2, N2, CO, H2O, and 02-   The solid 
vertical lines are permitted radiative transitions.   The arrows between 
states are the times for deactivation or vibration transfer for air at 
100 microns pressure and at room temperature. 

The fastest three-body reactions are those involving ions, in particular, 

those which form negative ions by electron attachment.   The main reaction is 

e + 02 + 02   +   O2   + 02       1-34 x 10'30 cc2/sec 

In a gas containing only N« + O«, the electrons are attached to 0? by this reaction. 

However, with the addition of atoms and ozone, further reactions take place. 
1 

i 
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o2" + o   - o2 + 0" 1 x 10'10 

02" + O3 -»■ 02 + 03" 4 x 10'10 

02" + NO - 0 + N02" 1 x 10"11 

O3" + 0 02 + 02' 1 x ]0']0 

An important feature of negative ion chemistry are the reactions that release the 

electrons 

02" + N   -   N02 + e 4 x 10-10 

0" + 0 -> 02 + e 2 x IG"10 

02" + 0 ^ 03 + e 3 x lO"10 

O/ + 0 - 20o + e . lO"10 

Thus, cyclic reactions can maintain high electron concentrations when sufficient 

atomic oxygen is available.    At a pressure of 100 microns, the  02 formation 

rate is about 2 seconds, which is longer than the time to diffuse to the walls where 

neutralization takes place.    In addition, atomic oxygen can release electrons.   At 

an electron beam current of 10 milliampere the steady state electron concentration 

is 10 times the negative ion concentration.   This factor is proportional to electron 

beam current.   That is, there would be a larger fraction of electrons at higher 

currents.   For lower current, the experiment must be run at lower air pressures 

in order to keep the negative ion concentrations small. 
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Because of the large number of reactions, computer programming of the 

kinetics of this reaction would be required to give exact predictions of the infrared 

emission from these bands.   In the next section of this paper estimates are 

presented which are adequate for experiment planning. 

2.2   Measurement of Gas Temperature. Density, and Species 

Electron beam excitation of niti'ogen produces intense N2(l-) emission 

spectrum which is dependent on the gas temperature.   The electron excited air 

spectra is shown in Figure 7.   N2(l-) bands have large vibrational spacing and are 

free from other contaminating spectra.    Figure 9 shows the detailed (0,0) band 

rotational temperature spectra at nom temperature.      The use of this spectrum 

for temperature determination has been studied extensively and shown to furnish 

temperatures to a few degrees accuracy.10  The nitrogen vibrational temperature 

can be obtained from band intensity ratios of the (0,1), (0,2), (1,2), and (2,4) 

bands.8  O'Neii's curves are shown in Figure 10.     Tlus method for determining 

the vibrational temperature is sensitive only above about 900oK. 

-20- 
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2.3   Circulation Effects in the Tank 

There would be several heat sources and sinks In the tank which would 

tend to set up convection currents.   The electron beam would heat the gas along 

the path of the beam. Cold surfaces (near liquid nitrogen temperature) required 

by the infrared system would cool the gas near these surfaces.   Temperature 

dependent chemistry would require knowledge of the gas temperature.    Fortunately, 

temperature profiles could be obtained from an analysis of the N2(l-) spc ctrum 

excited by the electron beam.  An estimate of tht- amount of convection could be 

determined from measurements of temperature profiles in the tank. 

Convection would tend to reduce temperature differences in the tank 

by bringing the gas into contact with the wall more frequently.   However, this 

would introduce a more serious effect of transporting active species to the wall 

more rapidly.   The problem of heat convection will be discussed in more detail in 

the next section where details of the experimental arrangement are treated. 
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Figure 9. The rotation spectrum of the N2(l-) (V-O, v"=0) transition around 
the line center of 3914A.10   An analysis which determines those 
rotational temperatures, equal to the translational temperature is 
also chown in this experiment. 
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Section 3 

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

A schematic of the experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 11.   A 

1 meter diameter and 1.5 meter long tank would contain the air.   An electron 

beam having energies ranging from 300 to 2000 eV, depending on pressure, would 

be directed along the axis of the tank.   An electron gun would be located near the 

t^p of the tank.   Infrared and visible emission from the gas would be observed with 

the usual detectors.   For the 8 to 30 micron region, an infrared detector would be 

cooled to liquid helium temperatures, and the optics would also require cooling, 

possibly down to liquid nitrogen temperature.   Cooled baffles should also be used: 

(1) to reduce the thermal radiation illuminating the surfaces of the optical elements, 

and (2) to minimize the convection currents generated by the cooled surfaces. 

A cooled mirror would be placed on the side of the tank opposite to the detector. 

In order to minimize the convection currents caused by the cold optics, 

the infrared detector would be located at the bottom of the tank and the cold mirror 

at the top.   At the cooled optical components on the bottom, the higher density 

cooled gas would be thermally trapped and thus would not induce circulatijn in the 

tank.   At the cooled surface at the top of the tank, a suitable set of baffles with 

counterflows would be required to minimize convection currents. 

Two types of infrared optics could be considered, which are trade-offs 

between better optical resolution with the optical system and the reflecting mirror 

focus on the axis of the tank (see Figure 12A) and better aerodynamic baffling with 

the optical system focused on the reflecting mirror (see Figure 12B).   In case 

shown in Figure 12B, the aperture ir d e mirror baffles could be small and the 

air cooled by the surface simply isolated with a small counterf.ow (see Figure 12C). 

The gas would be heated by the electron beam along the tank axis? which 

would produce circulation currents, raising the air at the center to the top. This 

effect is treated in detail in a later section. 
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Fieure 11    Schematic of experimental arrangement for measuring the ultraviolet. 
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Figure 12.  Several arrangements of the infrared optical system.   (A) is. for good 
focusing at the center of the tank;   (B) is for focusing at the opposite 
wall so that a flow system can be used with a cool surface;   (C) give 
details of the flow. 

Visible light measurements of direct electron beam excitation or of 

chemical recombination would be made with filter/photomultiplier systems.   More 

detailed spectral information could be obtained with spectrometers.   This radiation 

could be observ3d through windows placed on the side of the tank.   N« rotational 

and vibrational temperature could be determined by the electron excited n-iiation. 

Other types of measurements could be made.   For example, ionic species 

could be observed with a mass spectrometer.   Neutral species could be determined 

by laser scattering techniques. 

A major feature of this experiment is that the electron beam current 

could be varied over many orders of magnitude from microamperes to tens of 

milliamperes.   This would permit the production of significant densities of reaction 

products at high power levels, but only trace quantities at lower levels.   Of course, 
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those products removed by wall collisions would live only the characteristic time 

of the apparatus, of the order of 0.1 to 1 second.   By varying the exciiation level 

in the tank, one could vary the composition of the excited species, and different 

processe«- could be studied.   At the high power levels, many electrons and ions 

would be produced, and ion-electron recombination would dominate the air 

chemistry.   At low currents, the reactions with neutral species would dominate. 

The electron beam current would be modulated on/off for periods of 

several seconds.   By measuring both phase and intensities, one could distinguish 

between infrared radiation induced by direct electron excitation and infrared 

radiation following cht mical reactions. 

3.1  Chemistry Produced by the Electron Beam 

The ionization production by the electron beam is given by the relation 

dn 
dt 8- "    I a [M] (24) 

where n   is the number of ion-electron pairs produced per cm by the electron beam; 

I is the beam current;   a is the ionization cross section (see Figure 6); and    jMJ 

is the number density of air molecules.   The ionized and excited species produced 

by the beam at the center of the tank would tend to diffuse to the wall with a 

characteristic diffusion time («ee Figure 3), which the concentrations of those 

species that are removed by the wall would reach Jt steady state levels.   (On the 

other hand, the concentrations of the species not removed in collisions with the 

wall, such as NO, would increase.)   Ions Mould neutralize at the wall and atoms 

would recombine.    For the case of negligible gas neutralization, the steady state 

level can be calculated by averaging the ionization over the area of the tank for 

the diffusion time. 

^\ - (-ar) W '" w V / At (25) 
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[ M+L is the steady ',tate ion concentration without gas neutralization; tw is the 

diffusion lime to the wall; and A. is the cross sectional area of the tank.   For 

example, consider air at p = 10 microns for which tw = 0.15 seconds and 

[ Ml * 3- 2 x 1014 per cm3.   Let I = 10 milliamperes, a = 3 x 10       cm , and 

A  = 8 x 103 cm3.   The fraction of the gas ionized by the electron beam during 

this diffusion time becomes: 

IM+]0 / [M] = I o tw / At ■   3.5 x 10"4 (26) 

The ion density becomes 

[M+]n ■   3.5 x lO-- [M] = 1.1  x lO11/« (27) 

This is a large overestimation of the ionization level because ions and 

electrons recombine through Reactions (7), (8), and (11).   The steady state ion 

concentration is at a lower level 

[M+] •   >/lo[M]/At kr ^\ > kr \ 

where k   is the average air recombination rate constant for Reactions (7), (8), and 

(11).   For the example above, using kr = 3 x 10     cm /sec, tw = 0.15 sec and 

I M+]0 = 1.1 x 10 1 we obtain 

[M+] = 1.6 x 109/CC 

The time to reach this steady state level is approximately    ■W l/kr[M+] 

which is 0.045 seconds for this example. 
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r.as Hpatinß by the Electron Beam 

To estimate the temperature rise of the gas produced by the electron 

beam, we assume that the thermal energy input to the air is furnished by 2/3 of 

the electron beam energy deposited in the gas. The air temperature rise. 4T. 

becomes 

AT = (2/3)(35eV)Iatw/3.5kAt 
(28) 

!! 

= (2/3)(35)  ([M+UlMDO.ie xl04/3.5) 0K 

= 8 x 104[M+]/[M]) 

V 

= 8xl04(I 0tw/At)    
0K 

Fort   =0.15 sec.   ^T = (3 I)0K for the current Tin milliamperes.   Thus. 

4T = 30 "K for 10 milliamperes. 

Thermal Convection 

The ma: i heating source would be from the electron beam.   The beam 

would eradiate the jas at the center of the tank, with the heating being proportional 

to the beam current and nearly independent of the gas pressure.   On the other hand, 

the t: ansport of this heat to the walls either by laminar diffusion or by convection 

would be pressure dependent   Laminar diffusion was previously discussed  and 

steady state temperatures and diffusion times derived. 

Convective cooling would b. produced by gravitational forces. While the 

heated central region would have a lower density tending to rise, circulation would 

be retarded by viscous drag on the outer wall. Flow patterns for both vertical and 

horizontal beams are illustrated in Figure 13.   The electron beam heating rate is 
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dQ/dt = [M] ale (29) 

where I M] is the number density,  o is the cross section for ionization (see 

Figure 6), I is the electron beam current, and «, the energy transferred into 

translation per ion pair, depends on time ana pressure.   We shall use 2/3 of the 

energy required per ion-electron pair; thus, « = 24 electron-volts per ion-pair. 

The gas temperature rise 4T as a function of an energy input 4Q is determined 

from thp relation 

AQ = IT 62 p Cp T(AT/T) (30) 

where h is the radius of the heated central core; p , the density; C , the specific 

heat; and T, the temp rature.   At constant pressure 

Ap- ^T . 
P     T * 7^ 

(AQ) 

IT 6    P C    T     IT 6 

(AQ)(Y-1) 

YP 

(31) 

The buoyancy foroe is 

g Ap(Tr 6 h) = gp 
(AQ)(Y-1)h 

Y    P 
(32) 

where h is the length of the taiJi, g is the gravitational constant, and y is the ratio 

of specific heats. 

The buoyancy force is produced by the difference in density along a 

vertical column.   In the case of a horizontal electron beam the center of the tank 

is heated.   Since the gas above the core is colder, there is thus a buoyancy force 

tending to raise the central region; see Equation (32).   Since for a vertical electron 

beam, the gas can be heated nearly uniformly along a vertical column, the buoyancy 
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force does not exist except for horizontal flow into the core region.   There radial 

mixing would produce some buoyancy force, but not so much as in the case of the 

horizontal beam.   Thus, a system using a vertical electron beam would minimize 

convective heat transfer.   To further minimize convection the electron gun could 

be placed at the top of the tank and with the electron beam pointing down.   The 

heating density would be higher near the electron gun and the gas would get hotter 

at the top.   This would add to the stability against convective current formation. 

We will now treat the horizontal beam case and compare magnitudes of 

the convective and conductive heat transfer.   The shear force on the tank is 

y(dV/dy)(2nRh) = ZirhXpc V (33) 

where (2nRh) is the tank area;   v = Pc X/3 is the viscosity,   X is the mean-free- 

path for collision and c is the gas thermal velocity.   For the velocity gradient we 

used dV/dy a; 3V/R.   At the pressure near the crossover from conduction to 

convection, the heat is quickly distributed, keeping the nensity and temperature 

gradients small.   The heated core quickly spreads radially to about R/3 and the 

gradients near the wall are thick.   Equating forces 

9 P 
(AQ)(Y-1)h 

Y    P 
= V p c X 2TT h (34) 

(4Q) is the average gas heating over the time a molecule remains in the beam. 

4Q = (dQ/dt) «/V =  M  I 0 « «/V.   Substituting for 4Q and solving for V , 

2      (Y-T)q(Ia£)6[M] 
2 IT Y P C X 

The convection time Tcon = 2R/V becomes 

(35) 
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con 2R 
V2TT Y   PCX 

(Y-1)(läe)gLMj<!i 
(36) 

r     . plotted as a function of pressure for several current values is shown in 
con 

Figure 14.   The diffusion cooling time is proportional to pressure.   For convection, 

however, cooling time varies inversely with the square root of the pressure.   In 

addition, higher electron beam currents decrease the convection cooling time. 

The smaller of the times shown in Figure 14 should be used. 

The simple analysis for convective beat transfer assumes a Reynolds 

numtar, high enough that diffusion effects can be neglected.   This analysis is only 

approoriate at high pressures far from the diffusion ourves intersection.   The 

region where this simple analysis is not applicable is indicated by dashed lines in 

Figure 14.   Note that diffusion cooling dominates up to pressures of about 0.1 Torr 

even for high currents.   Thus, up to this pressure one can use a simple analysis 

considering only diffusion to the wall and neglecting convection flows. 
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Figure 14. The time for thermal conduction and convection losses to the wall 
as a function of the gas pressure in torr.   The tank radius is 0.5 
and 1.5 meters.   The beam current is 1. 10 and 100 milhamperes. 
The solid portion of the convection curve apply to both tank sizes, 
while the dashed portion applies to the 1.5 meter radius.   The curves 
end where the analysis presented does not apply. 
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Section 4 

INFRARED EMISSION FROM THE GAS 

The major sources of infrared-excitation energy are:   (1) the direct 

excitation of N2 vibration by the secondary electrons, and (2) chemical reactions 

involving atoms.   Atomic nitrogen and oxygen result from the dissociative recombina- 

tion Reactionr (7), (8), and (11) with each ion-electron pair yielding two atoms. 

The ratio of N to O atoms depends on the electron current level and the running time. 

The latter is related to the growing levels of NO and O, which may not react with the 

wall.   The major reactions producing infrared active species are Reactions (12) and 

(16) to (21); however, the vibrational distributions of the reaction products are 
uncertain. 

Additional radiation is produced by vibration transfer from N   to CO , 

H20, and OH, etc.   COg produces infrared radiation at 15, 10, 4.3, and 2.9 microns 

and at shorter wavelengths.   Most of the COg radiation would be emitted in the 

4.3 micron band.   However, C02 10- and 15-micron radiation regions could also be 

major sources.   H20 vibration radiates in the 6.5 and 2.7 micron regions and 

shorter wavelengths while, at room temperature, HgO rotation bands radiate at 

^ 20 micron and longer wavelengths, extending below 10 microns at elevated 
temperatures. 

We will now estimate the infrared radiation from vibrational energy. 

We assume that 6% of the energy deposited in the air by the electron beam goes 

into nitrogen vibrational energy.   Hence, at 35 eV per ion-electron pair, 2 eV 

goes into vibration.   Since each vibrational quantum has approximately 0.3 eV 

energy, approximately 7 vibrational quanta are produced per ion pair.   Using 

Equation (24), the nitrogen vibrational excitation becomes: 

(dnj /dt) = 7 (dn+/dt) = 7 I o [M] (37) 
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where n-,   is the number of vibrationally excited N« produced per cm path of the 

electron jeam.   For a 10 milliampere beam and 10 microns air pressure, the 

production rate for N2 vibration becomes 

(dn* /dt) = 7 (6 x TO16)  (3 x lO-16) (3.2 x 1014) (38) 

li 

N9 vibrational excitation can transfer to other molecules or be deactivated at the 

wall.   At 10 microns pressure, n trogen migrates to the wall in about 0.15 seconds 

with only a small fraction of vibrational excitation transfer to other molecules.   We 

shall consider the two extreme cases where:   (1) the wall is fully catalytic and 

(2) the wall is noncatalytic to N2 v.bration.   We assume that the main vibrational 

transfer to infrared active species is by the reaction 

\    + C02 -> N2 + CO2  (001) kc = 4 x 10 ■13 n3/ cm-Vsec (39) 

D 
D 

Case I:   Fully Catalytic Wall. 

The steady state fractional vibrational population becomes 

CN|] / [N2] = 7 [^]0 /  [M] = 7 a I tw / At (40) 

For 10 milliamps and t   = 0.15 sec, [ N   1/LNj   becomes 2.4 x 10    .   The 

estimated time to deplete the N9 by reaction (39) is 
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N2 depletion time = - [Nj] / (dCNj] / dt) = l/kc [CO2] (41) 

= 2.5 x 1012 / [CO2] 

where [CO   ] is the number density of COg.   In Equation (39) it is implicitly 

assumed that the energy transferred to CO™ is removed rapidly; that is, the 

CO(OOl) concentration remains small so that the reverse reaction CO« (001) 
* 

+ Nn - CO„ + N0 can be neglected.   The main loss of energy from CO9(001) is 

through 4.3 micron radiation with a radiative lifetime of 0.003 seconds. The 

time, r      , for the CO(001) to reach equilibrium through Reaction (39) is 

Tequ S ([Nj] / [N2]) / (d[C0(001)] / [C02] dt) = l/kc [N2] (42) 

xequ = V{4 x TO-13) (3.2 xl013p) =   {0.08/p) seconds 

where p is the air pressure in microns.   Note that at p = 30 microns, r      = r4 7    = 

0.003 seconds. He CO2(001) radiative lifetime.   Thus, Equation (41) is valid only 

for p < 30 microns.   For pressures above 30 microns, the CO2(001) state maintains 

an equilibrium population and the N2 vibrational depopulation is controlled by 

4.3^ emission.   The rate controlling relation is 

K .  ttO^OODW    .  IC02]   ^  ,   [N2]  T4  7 (43) 
dt T4t7 *•' 
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The N2 depletion time becomes 

[N|] / mp I dt) = T4 7 ([N2] / [CO,]) (44) 

(O.OO3)(.8)/0 
CO2 

■ 0.0024/(j)C0   seconds 

where 0CO   is the mole fraction of COg.   Using the natural atmospheric con- 

centration 0CO    = 3.4 x 10' , the N* depletion time is 7 seconds.   For 
th -2     2       * 
XO   = 10     ' the N2 dePletion time is 0. 24 seconds. 

The N2 depletion time is compared to the diffusion time to the wall in 

Figure 15.   Note that these times cross at 25 microns and 500 microns for 1% and 

0.^034% C02 mole fraction, respectively.   In the case of the fully catalytic wall the 

N2 depletion time is determined by the shorter time shown in Figure 15.   That is, 

the depletion time is determined by wall losses at low pressures and transfer to 
C02 at high pressures. 

Case II;   Non-Catalytic Wall 

In this case the nitrogen vibrational population continues to increase 

until balanced by transfer to C02 through Reaction (39).   The depletion times are 
given by the C02 curves in Figure 15. 

The 4.3 micron C02 radiation intensity in the equilibrium region 
(p > 30 microns) is 

14.3M 

[co2(ooi)] 

^7" = 330 [C02]([Nj] / [N2]) Photons 

cnr-sec 
(45) 
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COLLISION LIMITED 
REGION   EQ. (41)~* 

,12 

EQUILIBRIUM 
REGION Eq.(44) 

'^4 x 10"3 SECONDS 
COj 

A ^   = CO., MOLE 
c02 FRACTION 

=      RADIUS-■.o CM 

10       100 

TANK PRESSURE, MICRONS 

1000 

Figure 15.  The time t   for vibrationally excited nitrogen to diffr- e to the wall as a 
function ofthe pressure.   The time for N2 vibrational energy to trans- 
fer to CO2, for 3.4 x 10"4 and 10-2 cOr molefractions.   When the wall 
is catalytic, the shorter time is appropriate for the experiment.   Above 
S€ microns pressure the CO2 radiating state is in equilibrium with the 
ground state, while at the lower pressures the population is depressed 
by radiation cooling. 
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temperature, T , is used.   This is defined 

TI0M = b sec and x4<3y = 3x10-3 seconds. 

The intensity becomes 

!: 

where Equatior (40) is used for ([N2 ]/[N2 ]).   Sometimes the N2 vibrational 

fl 
exp(-3300oK/Tv) = [N£] / [N2]  . (46) jj 

In the collision-limited region (p < 30 microns), the 4.3Ai emission becomes 

I4 3   = (4x1O-13) [CO2] [Ng] photons/cm3 - sec (47) 

= AxlO"^ [N2] [CO2] exp(-3300oK/Tv) photons/cm3-sec 

Figure 16 gives the emission per cm   from the air.   To convert from photon/sec 

to watts/steradian, multiply by: 

II 
^i^-4.10-21 !] 

We will now consider radiation in the 10 and 15 micron region.   The 

CO (001) state can radiate to the ground *tate with 4.3 micron emission or to the 

(100) or (020 0) states with 10 micron emission.   The radiation intensity is 

determined by the ratio of lifetimes, 

!: 

] 

= (3xlO-3/5)I4 3 ■ 6xl0-4 I4 3 in photons/sec 

■icl ' '    .4 <48>       II 1 =■ (3xl0-3/5)(4.3/lO)I4 3 > (2.5x10 ')!, 3 1n watts/st D 

B 
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I0.ll 
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TANK DIAMETER ■ 1 METER , 
ELECTRON BEAM CURRENT -^ AMPERE 

N0N-CATALYT1 
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10- 

10" 

CATALVTIC WALLS 

C02 MOLE FRACTION 

*C02 
= 3-4 X 10"* 
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TANK PRESSURE. MICRONS 

10" 

Figure 16.  The CO„ 4.3 micron emission as a function of air pressure for a 
1 meter diameter tank and an electron beam current of 10 milliamperes. 
The two cases presented are for a catalytic and non-catalytic wall to 
N2 vibrational energy.   For the non-catalytic wall, the excited nitrogen 
population builds up until transfer to CO„.   With the catalytic wall the 
transfer to C02 must occur before N„ c<misions with the wall.   At low 
pressure the Wall losses dominate, depressing the radiation. 
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For each 10 micron photon, there immediately follow two 15 micron photons due 

to the transitions from (02°0) to (000).   The 15 micro   intensity is 

l15li 

1.2x10-3 I4 3 !n units of photons/sec 

3.3x10-4 i4 3 in units of watts/st 
(49) 

110fi and ^5^ can ^ determined by combining Equation (48) and (49) with the 4.3 

micron intensity obuiined from Figare 16.   Direct electron excitation yields 15/i 

radiation in addition to 1^ given by Equation (49).   With the addition of water 

vapor in the gas there is additional infrared emission.   The water vapor 6 micron 

radiation can be determined fmm the reactions with O   and Hi      The vibration 
exchange reactions are 

* 
N2 + H20(000) - N2 + H2C{010) 

0* = H20(000) > 02 + H20{010) 

10-17 ctn3/sec 

3xl0'13 cm3sec 

(50) 

(51) 

The main loss of oxygen vibrational energy would be through Reaction (51) which 

has the same reaction rate constant as the transfer between N   and CO .   Thus, 

the H20(6/i) to C02(4//) intensity ratio should be proportional to the species 
mole fraction ratio. 

Other sources of infrared radiation could be NO, O-, and NO   through 

Reactions (16) through (21).   The most intense infrared emission occurs when NO 

is formed by Reaction (18), where the N(2D) is produced via Reaction (7). 

Reaction (16) proceeds too slowly at room temperature and can be neglected. 
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It is assumed that 2.7 photom are emitted in the 5.3M  band per reaction 
2 * 

N( D) + ©2 —NO     +   O.   Figure 17 presents the NO 5.3/i emission in 

watts/cm** - sr as a function of the air pressure for a beam current of 

10 milliamperes.   The reaction rates for other infrared emitters are small 

requiring operation atlOOTorr pressure and at higher electron Q00 ma) beam 
-11 3 current.   The ozone emission from Reaction (19) could be 3 x 10      watts cm   - sr, 

assuming a catalytic wall for atomic oxygen.   The NO„ emission obtained from 

Reaction (20) is expected to be similar to that obtained for ozone from Reaction (19). 

The infrared radiation from ozone can be studied by adding O» to the air. 

Figure 18 gives ozone radiation from a 1% ozone/99% air mixture.   The radiation 

in the 9.6 micron band in watts/cm   - sr is shown as a function of tank pressure. 

Two methods for exciting ozone are presented:   (1) vibration excitation by the 

electron beam, e + 0„ -• e + 0„ , assuming the same excitation cross section as 

for No; and (2) vibration exchange between nitrogen and ozone, with the same 

exchange rate as between N« and CO».   The break in the curve at about 20 microns 

pressure is due to the contribution from the back reaction.   Figure 18 shows 

that measurable radiation levels can be produced and that 0„ vibrational excitation 

can be studied. 

Neutral Bremsstrahlung 

Free-free transitions produced in electron collisio.is between electrons 

and neutral molecules contribute some radiation in the infrared.   The bremsstrahlung 

cross section for collision with neutrals is   about two orders of magnitude less 

than for collisions with ions; however, the neutral number density is over 4 orders 

of magnitude larger than that for ions. 

The free-free radiation from electron-neutral scattering is 

I = (10"41/X2 /T) n m] e"1,447^ watts/cm3-sr-u 
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N("D) + 02-*0+ NO (v) 
NO(v) -►N{)+ j.;)« 

Beam Current = lo mamp 

J. -L X X JL 
10 10 10 

Am IHLSSURE, MICRONS 

Figure 17.  The NO 5.3 /u emission as a function of air pressure for a  1 meter 
diameter tank and 10 mamps electron boam current.   The emission is 
due to the reaction N(^D) + 02 - NO (v) + O followed by 2.7 photons per 
reaction. 
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Figure 18. The O3 9.6/i emission a» a function of air pressure for a 1 meter 
tank and a 10 mamps electron beam current.   The air contains \% 
ozone.   Three reactions were considered:  vibration transfer from 
N2 to O3, direct O3 vibration excitation by electrons, and the throe- 
body recombination O + O2 + M — 03(v) + M.   The emission following 
^ne latter is below 10"13 watts/cm2 sr. 
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where X is the wavelength in cm; T the temperature in 0K; ne and [M] are the 

electron and neutral number density per cm .    For ne = 1010/cm ,     [M] = 

3 x 1015/cm3, X   = lO-3 cm and T = 300 0K, then 

i 1 

I = (10-41){106)(-Ty)(1010)(3.2xl015)e-4-8 

= l.BxlO"13 watts/cm3-sr-y = 1 x TO8 photons/cm -sec-y 

Free-free emission for this electron concentration is comparable with the level 

of detectability in this experiment. 

The experimental arrangement shown in Figure 11 has a 1 meter source 

length and optical aperture of 15 cm.   If the gas radiates J photons/cc-sec, then 

the radiation illuminating the detector SD is 

SD = J Ji AD /4TT f (52) 

where £ is the thickness of radiating gas along the line of sight, AD is the area of 

the detector and f is the f-number of the optics.   For f = 2, AD = 0.1 cm2 and 

g, ^ 100 cm, then S    = 0.2J.   Using detectors with D   = 1012 cm/w V sec and a 

band pass of 1 Hz,  the noise-equivalent-power becomes NEP = 3 x 10      watts   as 

1.5 x 107 photons/sec.   The minimum intensity Jm becomes 

i 

J = 5 Sn = 5(Sn/Noise) Noise = 15(NEP) = 2.3xl0
8 photons/cm3-sec 

m     D     D 

J = 6 x 10"11 watts/cm3-sr at 10M 
m 

i 
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Here we have used a signal-to-noise ratio of 3. Thus, the NO, CL, NO« and CO» 

intensities should be readily observable with the infrared system, since for these 

radiators J > 10     photons/cm3 - sec. 

Metastable States and Kinetics 

The chemistry involving metastable species has been shown to be 
»> 

significant, e.g., the production of NO by the reaction N(*'D) + O« —  NO + O. 

We will estimate the concentrations of metastable species required for observa- 
4 

tion.   Table II lists the met&stable states in oxygen and nitrogen.    The second 

column gives the radiative lifetime.   Most of these states have a faster collisional 

deactivation time.   Columns 3, 4 and 5 treat collisional effects.   Column 3 gives 

the collision partner with the fastest deactivation rate for the species concentrations 
4 

in the tank.   Columns 4 and 5 present the rate constants   and the deactivation time 

for 10 microns pressure.   When the radiative lifetimes or collisional deactivation 

taj:es are longer than the diffusion time to the wall (see Figure 3) then diffusion 

losses dominate.   The last column are the metastable concentrations required for 
-2 observation.   This is based o.u a one meter optical path, 10     steradian optical 

system and 10" photoelectronJ per second counting rate.   The detectable concentra- 

tion could be reduced significartly (by over an order of magnitude) using background 

suppression techniques and larger collection optics.   Many of these metastable 

species should be observable in this experiment.   The electron beam produces them 

in the dissociative recombination reactions and by secondary electron excitation. 

While the discussion, so far, has considered the use of normal air 

(0.2-O„/0.8-N2), the   system would be considerably more flexible.   Mixtures such 

as 0.1-O/0. l-O2/0. 8-N2 could be used and these would be a better simulation of 

the atmosphere with 110 to 140 kilometers altitude range.   The O atoms can be 

made in a discharge, in an iridium furnace, or by the reaction N + NO -• N2 + O. 
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Table II.   Comparison of Deactivation and Radiative Lifetimes 

Pressure = 10    Torr 

Oz^V 

N2(A3Z;) 

N(2D) 

N(2P) 

0(,S) 

O^D) 

0+(2P) 

0+(2D) 

N+(1S) 

N+(1D) 

Radiative 
Lifetime, 

T 

Deactivation Processes 

45 min 

12 sec 

2 sec 

26 hours 

12 sec 

3/4 sec 

110 sec 

Collision 
with 

5 sec 

3.5 hours 

0.9 sec 

4.13 min 

N 

0. 

0 

0, 

Rate Constant 

3xl0"13cc/sec 

2x10 

10 

3x10 

10 

10 

•15 

•13 

-11 

•12 

18 

2x10 -13 

5x10 

8x10 

-11 

-11 

3x10 -10 

Deactivation 
Time 
Seconds 

10' 

104 

1.5 

0.15 

0.015 

0.1 

.015 

.003 

.001 

Metastable 
Concentration 

per cc 
(= 105 T ) 

3x10 8 

2x10 

10l 

5 

10 

10^ 

10v 

10' 

10 

5x10V 

10" 

10* 

2x:o 

11 

I 
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The metastable N( D) atoms can be produced readily by the addition of 
+ 2 

1% (or less) NO.   Charge exchange with N0 quickly produces NO .   N( D) is then 
+ 23 2 

produced in the reaction NO   + e ^ N( D) + 0( P).   The importance of N( D) 

chemistry in the enhancement of NO vibration excitation can be studied by 

changing the initial NO concentration. 

In summaiy, there appears to be considerable flexibility in the choice 

of gases.   The initial atom level could be varied and the effects of metastable 

states of N, O and O« could also be explored. 
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This study investigated a laboratory experiment to simulate chemical 

and radiative auroral phenomena.   Electron-beam illumination simulates auroral 

excitation by Uectrons.   Other forms of auroral excitation such as electric cur- 

rents ar : winds associated with electric fields are not considered.   The main 

limitation of this experiment is depletion of some species by interactions with 

the wall.   Long term chemical effects might not be observed because of the 

depletion of the active and metastable species by collisions with the walls.   At 

the laboratory pressures, reactions with metastables are at a higher reaction 

rate than would occur at auroral altitudes where radiative processes depress 
the metastable population. 

An important output of this experiment would be the measurement of 

infrared emission from air irradiated by electrons.   The population of metastable 

states would be determined from tneir characteristic line emissions.   The 

experiment would provide an important check for computer programs designed 

to model the gas chemistry and diffusion transport, and calculate the expected 

emissions.   This experiment would check the integral chemistry; that is, 

identify the important species and their reaction paths, and the dominant radi- 
ators and spectral characteristics. 

While most of the experiment would be done in N2 - 0„ mixtures, a 

variety of important chemical reactions could be explored by starting with mixtures 

of O - 02 - N2, or with small amounts of other species, such as (X, NO, H20 and 

C02. Infrared emission can be measured from the following species:  NO, O , CO , 
H20andN02. 

3        2' 

While the main emphasis in this study has been placed on the infrared 

emission, additional information could be obtained.   The N   first negative 

radiation gives the distribution of the energy deposition by the alectron beam, 

and the N2 vibrational and translational temperatures.   Mass spectroscopy would 

determine the ionic and neutral species concentrations. 
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The analyses assumed that losses to the wall are determined by only 

diffusion, ignoring convection currents.   Estimates of convection cooling indicate 

that it becomes important at beam currpnts in excess of 100 milliamperes and 

pressures above 100 microns.   Thus, convection losses would be unimportant 

over the proposed operating range. 
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The analyses assumed that losses to the wall are determined by only 

diffusion, ignoring convection currents.   Estimates of convection cooling indicate 

that it becomes important at beam currents in excess of 100 milliamperes and 

pressures above 100 microns.   Thus, convection losses would be unimportant 
over the proposed operating range. 
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